The successful tradition will be continued with the 8th International Conference on Sandwich Structures to be held in May 2008 at the University of Porto in Portugal.
options for the effective design of affordable, reliable, and durable structures with multifunctional capabilities. The previous sandwich structures conferences including the ICSS-7 and future conferences in this series play an important role in this, by providing a forum for discussion and exchange of the latest research, as well as to act as an incubator and source of inspiration for further developments.
The ICSS-7 technical programme consisted of the presentation of 102 scientific papers, which could be grouped into several broad areas, including: Modelling, analysis and design; Fracture and damage tolerance; Dynamics, vibration and sound; Impact and energy absorption; Processing and fabrication; NDE and environmental degradation; New materials and materials characterisation, Applications and design solutions.
The truly international nature of the ICSS-7 was highlighted by the fact, that the authors of the presentations represented 30 countries from the 5 continents Asia, Europe, North America, South America and Oceania.
The scientific level and general quality of the papers presented at the ICSS-7 was very high, and through the good will and collaboration of the Editor of the Journal of Sandwich Structures and Materials (JSSM), Professor Jack R. Vinson, and SAGE Publications, it was decided to publish a series of special issues of the journal dedicated to original manuscripts selected among the papers presented at the ICSS-7. Thus, the authors were invited to submit extended versions of their papers presented at the conference. To qualify for publication in the special issues of the JSSM, all the submitted papers had to undergo the normal and very strict refereeing procedure of the journal.
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